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What is HB-101 ?
HB-101 is an all-purpose natural plant vitalizer – Made in Japan, OF&G organic certified product which is made of 
naturally extracted ingredients Japanese Ceder, Cypress, Pine and Plantain thus very safe for human, pets and 
environments.

HB-101 is “Easy to USE” and “Cost Effective” product, all you need to do is to dilute the concentrate by water or mix 
(or put) the granules in (on) the soil with low usage. HB-101 has gained the approval of many people who enjoy 
growing plants, farmers, farm business operators, kitchen gardeners, horticulturalists, and garden hobbyists
including Bonsai enthusiast throughout Japan and more than 50 countries for more than 45 years.

How to use HB-101 for Bonsai?
Bonsai daily case using HB-101 is quite simple as Sprinkling diluted (1:1000 to 1:10000 ratio) 
solution to soil and both side leaves once a week for all season. There are some more tip to
use HB-101 for Bonsai hereafter “Customer’s voice” especially special occasion such as 
repotting, reforming…  etc… 盆栽

More info …



Nearly dead “SATSUKI” 
which damaged all 
around including root.
Then strip the leaves. 

• Strip the Bark partly.
• Brush diluted HB-101 

(300 times dilution) 
solution over the 
stripped part.

• Pour same solution
into the damaged hole 
and soil.  

• Tiny sprout appears 
on next year.

• Recovered amazingly 
3 years later as shown.

Nearly dead “SATSUKI” recovery
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Nearly dead “GOYOU-MATSU”. Applied HB-101 weekly for 6 
month, now changed interval to every 10 days.
Therefore the “GOYOU-MATSU” recovered lively and it has 
been prized at local competition as picture shown.

Nearly 80 years old “Sakura” bonsai.
It was neither sprout nor bloom due to the recent severe cold 
climate in winter.
Applying HB-101 helped to recover from climate damage, 
therefore sprouting and blooming in next spring as shown.
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I have been using HB-101 for 15years so far. The HB-
101 is essential item for me to take care of my 
“Satsuki” bonsai collection. Sprinkling diluted (1000 
times) HB-101 to bonsai which is easy and efficient.
Please kindly see my “SATSUKI” collection.
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I have been using HB-101 for more than 10 years for daily care of 
my bonsai.

It is also nice to use HB-101 in the event of Bonsai transplanting, 
soaking the root in the 1000 times diluted solution over night 
which helps its condition of the transition. 

Especially HB-101 encourages sprouting, blooming and reducing 
the pesticide usage. That is why I have been mixing HB-101 and 
pesticides when applying the pesticides to the Bonsai.

Also mixing the granule HB-101 with fertilizer helps leaves 
condition healthy.
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All our “SATUSKI” Bonsai member (32 people) have been using 
HB-101 for their bonsai care.

HB-101 helps the bonsai condition for all season, also minimize 
the pesticide usage. Applying 1000 times diluted solution by
sprinkling, affusion or watering with very low pesticide use.

Applying HB-101 to the leaves and root in the event of reforming 
Bonsai in winter which helps the bonsai shape going to be nicely 
and sprouting lively in spring.

Please find our competition pictures.

SINJI SATSUKI Bonsai Club


